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Isolation

Living through a pandemic is something no one expected, nor had they lived through
before. It was very traumatic when everything shut down, and the restrictions in place
today are still very difficult to deal with. It has caused many of us to feel overwhelming
amounts of sadness, confusion, and isolation. My goal within this collection of photos is
to reflect on those feelings that so many of us have experienced within the past year.
When deciding where and how to take these photos, I knew I wanted to use a public
space where a large crowd would normally gather, and then place my model in this
unusually unoccupied space. There is a mall near my hometown that isn’t completely
abandoned, but all the interior stores are closed. It ended up being the perfect setting
for this body of work.

My use of space in the photos emphasizes that feeling of isolation the pandemic has
brought. A mall is typically a well populated area, so placing the subject in this vast area
with no one else around establishes a desolate atmosphere. My choice of editing these
photos in black and white further portrays this feeling. The deep contrast adds a
heightened drama to the photos by removing the vibrant distracting colors of the mall
and creating a somber mood. In addition, the choice of adding a grain texture to the
photos portrays the feeling of confusion surrounding the pandemic. There are so many
unanswered questions, and it feels as if we’re trapped in this ongoing haze. If I had
included more elements of repetition, this collection of photos would be stronger. The
days all seem to consist of the same routine as we’re limited to what we can do.

This project has truly challenged me as a photographer. I really had to experiment with
how to get these feelings across in the best way possible. I utilized techniques such as
the rule of thirds, leading lines, and dramatic lighting. My initial photos for this project
effectively achieved a sense of loneliness, but not necessarily one associated with the
pandemic. To improve this, I included a staple element of the pandemic, masks.
Whether the mask was worn by the subject or just appeared in the photo, it amplified
the story I was trying to tell. There are many other contemporary artists who are also
sharing their pandemic story. One of them is Elinor Carucci. I recently had the
opportunity to attend a lecture with her and not only hear how the pandemic has
affected her everyday life, but also see it and feel it through her photos. That’s one of
the most beautiful things about art. It connects us and reminds us that we are not alone
in this world.
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